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Alfredo Barone, un colportore ed evangelista battista tra 

Iripinia e Stati Uniti   [title page] 

 

     Buon giorno. Prima di tutto vorrei ringraziarvi: grazie per questa conferenza e per avermi permesso di 

essere uno dei conferenzieri qui. Oggi e un giorno a me particolarmente caro. Oggi sarebbe stato il 

novantesimo compleanno di mio padre Alfred Barone, nipote del reverendo Alfredo Barone. 

[map] 

     Il Reverendo Alfredo Barone, nacque a Salerno il 25 maggio 1869 e mori il 29 luglio 1950 a Brooklyn, 

New York; dal 1892 al 1899 predico a Calitri, in provincia di Avellino. Il Reverendo Barone diede vita ad 

una comunita battista a Calitri. Fu perseguitato e incarcerato per nove giorni quando predicava vicino a 

Trevico. Pubblico un libro, La vita di Gesu Cristo ossia l’armonia degli evangeli, a Bari nel 1895. Questi 

erano tempi di fermenti spirituali e di rinascita religiosa per molta gente, ma quando i battisti inglesi 

tolsero il loro supporto alle missioni batiste dell’ Italia meridionale, Barone e la sua famaglia emigrarono 

negli Stati Uniti, dove Barone predico in tutto il Connecticut ed il Massachusetts. [Alpha / Omega] A 

Monson, nel Massachusetts, fondo la chiesa apostolica battista nel 1901 e nel 1910 inizio 

un’organizzazione indipendente da ogni istituzione religiosa, “l’Assemblea Alfa ed Omega,” the Alpha 

and Omega Assembly. 

 

     Mi scuso, ma adesso continuo in inglese. 

[AB] 

     I never met my great-grandfather, the Rev. Dr. Alfredo Barone. I wish I had met him, but I am the 

youngest child of the oldest son of the oldest child. While my grandfather Melchisedec and a sister 

Blandina were born in Foggia, a sister Lydia was born during the years the family lived in Calitri (a fourth 

Italian-born child died soon after birth). Seven more brothers and sisters were born in the United States.  
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[Monson / Flynt Today] 

When I went to Monson, Massachusetts some years ago and walked its streets, I did not see the Italian 

Baptist chapel or any sign of the immigrant past; nor could I imagine it, any of it. In November 2009 the 

Monson Historical Society offered a tour of the old quarry where the Italian immigrants worked at the 

start of the twentieth-century. My wife, Debbie (who is here with me today), and I went to Monson that 

day for the walking tour. The response, I thought, was very impressive for local history: perhaps as many 

as sixty people. [Flynt Quarry] 

     I enjoyed the tour very much, although, as I think often happens with local history, the old owners 

received much praise, while the workers were invisible. I asked our guide about silicosis, the awful 

illness that afflicted quarry workers. A local woman of Italian descent said that her grandfather, who had 

worked at Flynt Quarry, had suffered and died from this horrible illness.  

     Our tour guide said the owners always took good care of their employees. I doubted the veracity of 

this statement, and even if it had some truth – the statement glorified the paternalistic capitalism of 

another era and exemplified the patronizing attitude employers might have for their employees. But, at 

the same time, I do not think that Mr. Flynt, the owner of the quarry, was a bad man and I’m sure our 

tour guide is not a bad man. Life is often much more complex than simple demarcations of right and 

wrong. Nonetheless, I wasn’t at all happy with the guide’s answer, and I went home and wrote a simple 

poem called “Here are the stones” (in Italian): 

 

Where are the workers? 

Stones remain. 

A line of hammers struck 

but the workers left 

for the suburbs. 
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Here are the stones. 

Where are the workers? 

The owner paid well 

--carver and quarryman-- 

took care of them 

when they got sick. God bless 

him. Here 

are the stones. Where 

are the workers? 

Stones cut workers inside 

out. Workers cut stones 

outside in. Trees reclaim 

yards and beds. The dead 

below rest without 

memorial or marker, far 

from any suburb elysian. 

But the owner lives on: 

in town, school, street, store, 

and more. Our guide says: 

he was a kind God. 

 [second AB] 

     The recent DVD produced by the Italian Baptist Church, Like the Salt of the Earth, makes no explicit 

reference to anything south of Rome and Giorgio Spini’s study of the Risorgimento and Protestants, a 

four-hundred page book published in 1989, devotes about seven pages to the South (Section Ten, Birth 
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of Italian Evangelism, Part Five, Sicily and the South, pages 315-322 – Risorgimento e protestanti, “La 

Sicilia e il Mezzogiorno”). The American Baptists who evangelized in Italy – all across the peninsula – 

always divided yearly Mission Reports into North and South. I mention this because it seems that there 

was quite an awakening, a revival in the town of Calitri during 1890s, and this story has not been told. 

Perhaps three reasons that this successful evangelization remains little heralded, except to those in 

Calitri today who still carry on this faith, are that this mission work came under the auspices of the 

British Baptists who transferred control to the Americans at the close of the nineteenth-century. At this 

time, many residents of Calitri, including those who converted, left for America. Thirdly, if Alfredo 

Barone led these efforts then when he emigrated with his young family in 1899 following a brother who 

had moved to Connecticut the year before, he may have left a vacancy that could be filled only with 

strenuous effort. 

    In an email message to me from January 2012, Mariagrazia Sheffield, daughter of Baptist pastor 

Benito Marzano, told me that her great-grandfather, Donato Cerreta, “was a very active member in the 

church in Calitri” and he told Mariagrazia’s mother “that the first pastor of the church was Mr. Barone.” 

“Unfortunately,” Mariagrazia added, “all the [church] documents that my great-grandfather had kept 

and were maintained in my grand-mother’s home were lost in the earthquake of 1980.” 

     In the age of Google books and the internet, one can often readily access the materials that do 

survive from the global library or from the smallest local archive. For example, one family legend that I 

recall hearing when young – no doubt told to me by my father Alfred – had a significant shaping 

influence; that is, the Rev. Barone had been persecuted and even imprisoned for his beliefs and 

practices. Recently, thanks to material received from Marco Giampetruzzi, I had this legend confirmed 

as historical fact. 

     In the 1950s, Nunzio Palminota wrote some “Historical Notes about Baptists in Italy” (“Appunti storici 

sui Battisti in Italia”) that were published in Il Testimonio, the long-running publication of Baptists in 
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Italy. In the essay on Calitri, Alfredo Barone and Michele Creanza are the dominant figures. Palminota 

cites contemporary sources; the article does not rely on reminisces. In it he notes that in March of 1894 

Barone – “l’evangelista di Calitri” – after preaching in nearby Trevico was arrested and spent nine days in 

jail. Jesus said, “Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil 

against you falsely on my account,” Matthew 5:11. (“Beati sarete voi, quando vi insulteranno e vi 

perseguiteranno, e, mentendo, diranno contro di voi ogni sorta di male per causa mia.”)  

     After the unification of modern Italy many Protestants proselytized all across the peninsula. The 

Risorgimento for some meant resurgence in all modes of thought – artistic, scientific, and religious – not 

just in politics. Many of the leaders of the Risorgimento were anti-Catholic and if not anti-Catholic 

favored a liberalization of thought. Angelo di Domenica, a leader in the Italian American Baptist Church 

from Schiavi d’Abruzzo, wrote in his autobiography: “The ritualism of the roman Church has smothered 

all true spirituality” and “Ritualism and true spirituality exclude each other.” The Baptist Missionary 

Society of London began its evangelization in southern Italy in 1871 and the Southern Baptist Missionary 

Board of America began their work soon after. My great-grandfather affiliated with the former. The local 

Iripinian newspaper, La Gazzetta popolare, claimed one reason for the advance in Protestantism was the 

lack of concern and involvement by the local clergy more interested in protecting their social and 

economic privileges than in administering to the spiritual welfare of their congregations. 

     The late nineteenth-century was a time of all sorts of flux, exploration, and unrest in the newly 

formed nation. What is so fascinating about Calitri is that it seems to have been a very fervent center for 

spiritual awakening and questioning. The intensity of this small town must be unique. In nearby Trevico 

the evangelists would be rejected and persecuted while in Calitri they would be tolerated by many and 

accepted by some. (I have read that there is a Protestant monument in the town cemetery.) To say the 

South or the North, then, has limitation. This shorthand so often used denies the complexity of 

experience. In any region – the South, let’s say, there is variation and diversity. [Bridgeport 
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Congregational] In addition to my great-grandfather, there were three other Italian Protestant pastors 

in Connecticut who emigrated from Calitri: Rev. Pasquale Codella of Waterbury (Italian Congregational); 

Rev. Canio Cerreta of Bridgeport (Italian Baptist and Italian Congregational); and Rev. Pasquale De Carlo 

of Stamford (Italian Baptist), later of Hartford (Italian Congregational), and still later of Chicago (Italian 

Presbyterian). My great-grandfather’s protégé, Baptist pastor Francesco Sannella, came from nearby San 

Sossio. Additionally, I leaned that birth records from Calitri for the 1890s listed some children with 

Biblical names such as Noe Quaranta, Ester Cicoira, and Rebecca Cicoira. Since my great-grandfather 

gave ten of his eleven children Biblical names, he probably had some influence on this unusual 1890s 

naming practice in Calitri.   

     It appears that Alfredo Barone founded and acted as the guiding force for the Calitri Baptist Church in 

its earliest years. [La Vita] The English missionary Robert Walker recalled that “our young brother” 

Alfredo Barone led the church when he visited in 1892. Walker noted that Alfredo had started a Sunday 

school (always one of the first initiatives of any Protestant evangelist) and that Rev. Barone ministered 

to towns across the surrounding region. [La Vita dedication] My great-grandfather dedicated his 1895 

book La vita di Gesu Cristo ossia l’armonia degli evangeli to Rev. Walker, “mio caro sopraintendente.” 

(Walker at the time led the English Baptist mission on the Via Foria in Naples.) Baldassare Labanca in his 

study Gesu Cristo nella letteratura contemporanea, straniera e italiana (1903), said that “Barone has 

managed to compose more a mosaic of Bible verses than a harmony of the Gospels” (Il Barone e riuscito 

a comporre piu un mosaico di versetti biblici, che un’armonia degli evangeli).  

     During the 1890s Rev. Walker wrote annual reports regarding the work of Baptists in the South. These 

reports from the Baptist Missionary Society of England reached me not from London, but from Atlanta, 

Georgia – the American Baptist Historical Society. In other words, it took a few attempts to track them 

down.  Walker served thirteen years in Naples as minister for the English Baptist Mission. [Walker’s 

Plan] For awhile Walker used part of a Presbyterian church in Naples for his work. However, the English 
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Baptist under Walker’s guidance did attempt to construct a complete religious compound of the Via 

Foria. Walker’s sketch (courtesy Regent’s Park College Archives, Oxford, England) shows a garden, a 

chapel, a schoolroom, three halls, a house, an apartment, and bathrooms. 

     There is no mention of Barone in Walker’s report of 1892 (for the year 1891) and this is interesting. 

For Walker says that “at present I have two colporteurs laboring in and around one of these towns […] 

where I hope to see a Mission established ere long.” Perhaps the town alluded to by Walker was Calitri 

and perhaps Barone was one of the hard-working colporteurs. The next year Walker noted that “a very 

interesting work has been opened up at Calitri […] A colporteur-evangelist, Signor Barone, has been able 

to initiate a most hopeful movement.” [Map] According to Walker, in October Barone “publicly 

baptized” nine men in the River Ofanto. Walker also noted that Barone went to many surrounding 

towns to evangelize and also spoke to “workmen laboring on the new railway […]”. “Calitri,” observed 

Walker: “is not the most important of a number of towns in that part of the province, and without 

special indication would not have been chosen as the centre of a work for the district. But as we had the 

call to go there, and as God has so evidently blessed the work, it is clear that we must for some time at 

least look on it as the headquarters of the work we hope to do among these towns and villages.” And 

complimenting Barone, Walker concluded, “I wish it to be distinctly understood that Sig. Barone is a 

colpoteur-evangelist – the kind of evangelist that is really best suited for work of that sort […].” 

     In his report of 1893 Walker described a visit to Calitri and praised “the order and solemnity of the 

services” and rejoiced “to see these people intent on reading the Word of God, and to remember that 

but a few months ago they never thought of it, was very comforting.” In addition to the established 

church’s indifference to parishioners’ needs and the sense that Protestant faiths might meet personal 

needs; in addition to the Protestant willingness to embrace modernist thought rather than the outright 

rejection of all things modern, the attraction of literacy and education more broadly must have been a 

magnet for the Protestant cause. Reading had a central focus not only to the conversion of those who 
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would become Protestant ministers, but also to the endeavors that these preachers would pursue both 

in Italy and with Italian immigrants in America. As early as 1874 the English Baptist Edward Clarke 

reported: 

Literacy and ignorance are the most urgent problems. In a population of twenty-five million 

Italians only four [million] are able to read and write. I am convinced that the goal of our mission 

must be together with evangelization a strenuous effort to instruct these people whose rulers 

for centuries have deliberately left them in ignorance and superstition. 

Whereas Catholicism focuses on the repetition of ritualistic sacraments, Protestantism emphasizes 

Biblical exegesis. Whereas Catholicism restricted Bible study and offered the priest as sole interpreter, 

Protestantism distributed Bibles widely and encouraged Bible reading, study, and interpretation by each 

person. The Italian immigrant to America Episcopal minister F. C. Capozzi noted in his 1918 study 

Protestantism and the Latin Soul his dismay that in 1851 Count Pietro Giucciardini was arrested for 

having been found reading the Bible. If an aristocrat faced such discipline, what then of the millions of 

illiterate contadini? The American writer William Dean Howells included in the first edition of his travel 

book Italian Journeys (1867) a chapter entitled “The Protestant Ragged Schools at Naples” in which he 

wrote that these Protestant schools 

announced that the children would be taught certain branches of learning, and that the whole 

Bible would be placed in their hands, to be studied and understood. In spite of this declaration 

of the Protestant character of the schools, the parents of the children were so anxious to secure 

them the benefits of education that they willingly ran the risk of their becoming heretics. They 

were principally people of the lower classes – laborers, hackman, fisherman, domestics, and 

very small shopkeepers […]. 

     For his 1894 report on Calitri Walker said that 
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This mission continues to prosper, and the little church is continually receiving new additions. 

Signor Barone has lived down the opposition he met at first, and is everywhere treated by the 

Calitrani with respect. With the donkey I was able to get for him through the kindness of a 

friend, he visits several places in the neighbourhood regularly, and in one or two of them has 

been able to form little groups of Bible-readers. He also gets into contact with the workmen on 

the new railway, and has evidently won the esteem and respect of the overseers. 

     And the next year Walker said that Barone continued his good work particularly among women and 

workers notwithstanding the continued opposition of Catholic priests. Walker wrote: “In one of his last 

letters Signor Barone said he felt thankful to the priests, for it seemed as if their opposition sent the 

people to his meetings” and Walker added, “the feeling of respect for Signor Barone and his work is 

widening and deepening among the people.” 

     The evangelist encountered various privations as well as jubilation. Barone faced persecution such as 

stoning and imprisonment. In the South and all across the peninsula an evangelist’s challenges to the 

status quo could be called by the Catholic Church explicitly political and therefore in contradiction to 

article one of the constitution which could then result in censoring or imprisonment of an evangelist. For 

example, according to George Braxton Taylor, Ercole Volpi, a Baptist evangelist in Bari, “was arrested, 

put in irons, and imprisoned as a Socialist; it was a case of persecution for the gospel […].” 

     As reported in Il Testimonio (April 1894) my great-grandfather spent nine days in jail when the mayor 

of Trevico claimed that Rev. Barone’s evangelical activities and discourses were explicitly political and, as 

such, violated the law and challenged civil order. A lawyer named Antonio Nicoletti, secured Barone’s 

release and exoneration. “Questo processo fu un vero trionfo per l’avvocato, per il Barone e, piu di 

tutto, per la causa dell’Evangelo che ora in questi paesi continua ad esser predicato” […a triumph for the 

lawyer and for Barone and for all, and for evangelization in the region]. 
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     According to historian Nunzio Palminota’s mid-twentieth-century article on the history of 

evangelization in Calitri, one year prior to Barone’s imprisonment, there was “an episode among many: 

in February 1893 a little girl whose parents were evangelical died, and the priests stepped forward to 

drive the crowds to believe that Protestants would be buried like animals in a filthy place.” (“Un 

episodio fra tanti: nel febbraio 1893 avvenne la morte di una bimba di genitori evangelici, e i preti si 

diedero dattorno per far credere al popolo che i protestanti sarebbero stati seppelliti come tante bestie 

in un luogo immondo.”) These examples could be supplemented with literally hundreds of others. Some 

in the Catholic Church resorted to acts of slander, intimidation, and violence in an attempt to suppress 

Protestantism. One example from Calitri: the Italian Baptist Mission Report of 1909 (prepared by the 

American Baptist missionaries) noted that the “Calitri Church is composed of some splendid people. The 

brethren have been greatly offended by the town authorities, who have put some women of ill-fame 

near our church in order to disturb our services and bring us into disrepute. Behold another obstacle the 

devil has put in our way in Italy. He is always assisted in such persecutions by his faithful allies, the 

priests of the Roman Catholic church.” 

     The evangelists faced other challenges. [Italy/America] As Rev. Walker stated in his 1898 report: 

“Want of work and sickness have made life very difficult for many of our people, and in this respect 

things do not seem to improve. The heavy taxes which the Government imposes on almost everything 

make it increasingly difficult for working people to live, and drive large numbers out of the country 

altogether.” And so in Calitri the completion of the railroad took away some believers and possible 

converts and the promise of America took away many others. In the words of Walker: “Some of the best 

converts are in America, driven from home by the difficulty of getting a living.” [George Boardman 

Taylor] 

     Another significant change occurred in 1898 when the English Baptist Mission transferred control of 

evangelization efforts in the south to the American Baptists under the guidance of Rev. George 
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Boardman Taylor. Barone’s mentor, Robert Walker, after thirteen years in Naples, went north and the 

following year reported from Susa and Meana (Province of Turin). In the 1900 English Baptist report 

neither the South nor Rev. Barone are mentioned. Barone in 1899 had left with his young family for 

America. There are three reasons why he did so: many Calitrani had already gone to the United States, 

support for the mission had stopped or changed hands, and Alfredo Barone had a brother, Giovanni, 

who had emigrated the year before. Giovanni was also a Baptist preacher and for a dozen years in the 

early twentieth-century served a mission in Waterbury, Connecticut. 

     These changes demonstrate the established structure of power, the extreme poverty in southern 

Italy, and the failure of liberal thought to fulfill the promise of the Risorgimento. To adapt a phrase from 

Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa, something must change so that everything can remain the same. These 

changes also demonstrate the relation between local, national, and global politics. I have shown that 

events in cosmopolitan London had an impact in far away provincial Calitri. [Rev. Eaton] 

     Rev. William Harrison Eaton, Secretary of the Massachusetts Baptist Missionary Society – the oldest 

organized Baptist body in America – visited the town of Monson in 1901 and reported in The Baptist 

Home Mission Monthly that “the wretched surroundings, the unsanitary conditions, the squalor, the 

swarms of children, appeal to me with overwhelming force.” Deacon Domenico Piscitelli led efforts in 

Monson to organize a small number of Baptist converts, most of who had been converted before 

coming to America. They built a chapel on top of one worker’s house and petitioned for a permanent 

preacher. The converted wrote to Baptist authorities: “Rev. A. Barone is here with us for a few days, we 

have known him for years, he having preached to us before in Italy, we all love him, and as we know that 

he is experienced in this work, we in the name of God request you to let us have him here to guide the 

new church.” [First Monson] 

     Three years later, Home Mission editor Howard B. Grose in his book Aliens or Americans? offered the 

Monson Italian Baptist Church as an inspiring example. “In devotion and liberality,” Grose noted 
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regarding this mission church, “the converted aliens often set noble examples for American Christians.” 

At first, Grose states, the Italians “had no meeting-place, and in this emergency one of the converts 

proposed that a room be built on the roof of his cottage. This was done by the little band,” Grose 

continues, “and there they worshipped until the place was too small.” He concludes, “This indicates the 

ingenuity as well as the generous and self-sacrificing spirit of these Italian Christians, who maintain a 

regular pastor and full services.” [Second Monson] 

     Various improvements were made during Rev. Barone’s brief tenure. He oversaw the development 

and the improvement of the new church building and added sewing and evening schools. Italian 

immigrants who became Protestant did not use their new faith as a means to find meaning in suffering 

but rather as a location of acceptance and welcome in a new environment. Protestantism became for 

some a means to negotiate old world and new world ways more than it resulted in the triple alienation 

of rejection by established American Catholics and Catholic immigrants and condescension by Anglo-

Protestants. [Sunday school] Some of the Americanization efforts were similar to settlement house 

activities: various clubs for children, men, and women; sports and recreational activities; and 

educational programs, especially language classes. At mission churches in the United States, Sunday 

school was ubiquitous. Columbia University professor of sociology Theodore Abel (an immigrant from 

Poland) noted in his 1933 study Protestant Home Missions to Catholic Immigrants that “the most 

effective way […] to make good Americans of the foreign-born and their descendants is to draw them 

into membership of Protestant churches.” If the light of the Gospel did not succeed in attracting the 

immigrants, then classes in English (or in Italian for young children of Italian immigrants) or other 

programs such as those listed above might draw immigrants or their children out of “the papal 

darkness” and into “the Protestant light,” as Protestant missionaries often phrased it. Abel succinctly 

said: “the social program is mainly another method of obtaining contacts with immigrants, particularly 

those of the second generation, by means of which they may be influenced to join the church.” [Rev. 
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Mangano] Rev. Antonio Mangano, perhaps the most influential Italian American Baptist, noted in his 

1917 study Religious Work Among Italians in America that “Usually the dominating idea of the ministry 

in Italy is that the only function of the minister is to preach the gospel, and they do not easily adapt 

themselves to the variety of social activities which we feel in this country are essential if we are to 

present to the foreigner the true meaning of religion and establish a point of contact with him, so that 

we may lead him to the knowledge of Jesus Christ.” [First Monson] 

     One of the first things one can note looking at surviving photographs of the church structures in 

Monson is that the Chiesa Apostolica Battista (1901 photo) became the Italian Baptist Church (1906 

photo) [Second Monson]. These photographs illustrate some very rapid change and yet, I would 

contend, ministry in contexts of cultural transition can have enduring impact even if that ministry is 

impermanent. Such a name change may also indicate the first sign of decline – a shift from Italian to 

English that renders the need for a separate church unnecessary. In addition to a change in dominant 

language, residential patterns and class mobility often signal the demise of a church devoted to the 

evangelization of immigrants. As the Italian American Episcopal priest Enrico C. Sartorio noted in his 

1918 book Social and Religious Life of Italians in America, “Those to reap the benefit of [the Italian 

pastor’s] work will be the American churches, into whose fold the element prepared by the Italian work 

will enter.”  

     Rev. Barone had been preaching in Haverhill and Springfield, Massachusetts before undertaking the 

Monson pastorate. At Monson he oversaw the official recognition in October 1904 of the church by the 

Westfield Baptist Association. The congregation grew from seventeen to thirty-eight members and 

twenty-five Sunday school students. Always there was the threat of less quarry work. The 1905 

Westfield Minutes report: “If the situation does not improve some families will go elsewhere after work. 

The small amount of work done at the quarries accounts for the small number of new members.” Unlike 

an urban mission whose dispersed members might readily be supplemented by new arrivals, the 
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Monson Italian Baptist Church served too small a population engaged in a single almost pre-industrial 

occupation. [Stamford Church, note AB and Vincenzo di Domenica]            

     After Monson, Rev. Barone moved on to Lawrence, Massachusetts; Stamford, Connecticut; New 

Haven, Connecticut; and Brooklyn, New York. [Stamford Church today] His grandson and namesake 

Alfred Barone, my father, attended both Catholic and Protestant churches as a child. As an adult for 

most of his life he attended Presbyterian Churches, first in Teaneck, New Jersey and then in Ramsey, 

New Jersey. At the latter church, my mother, Shirley, was director of Christian education. [last AB 

picture] Late in life, however, my father converted to Catholicism, an undertaking he committed himself 

to with great seriousness of purpose, study, and devotion. 

     Lastly, if I may, I would like to turn in another direction; that is, back to Italy. Today in Italy, according 

to figures from Marco Giampetruzzi, there are one-hundred and twelve churches in the Union of 

Baptists and four thousand two-hundred and seventy-seven members. This does not take into account 

Baptists of other umbrella organizations such as Reformed Baptists and other free Baptists churches. 

This is what I wonder and the thought I want to leave you with this morning: now that Italy has become 

a country of in-migration rather than out-migration how has this change impacted the small, but vibrant, 

Protestant communities of Italy? Italy is a destination culture, a promised land for the present as 

America was for the past. If Italy is now a land of in-migration rather than out, what can Italian 

Protestantism offer people arriving today instead of leaving as they did one-hundred years ago? Does 

Protestantism in a predominantly Catholic country hinder “Italianization” whereas Protestantism in a 

predominantly Protestant country enabled Americanization? All the Italian American Protestant 

churches at the beginning of the prior century offered abundant social and educational services. Is this 

so for Protestant churches and the current situation in Italy?  
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